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You're a faggot because I date women and you date men.
You're a faggot because I'm pointing at you.
You're a faggot because I hate you.
You’re a faggot because nobody likes you.
You're a faggot because after all that ass kissing, begging, and dick riding, 90% of donkey posters still don’t like or respect you.
You’re a faggot because everything you say is basically the opposite to what you say.
You're a faggot because my dad sexts you pictures of his dick.
You're a faggot because my grammar exceeds yours by a longshot.
You're a faggot because I'll I have you seen it ride his cock.
You're a faggot because Desean Jackson says so.
You're a faggot because Kobe Bryant says so.
You're a faggot because Larry Johnson says so.
You’re a faggot because Matt Millen says so.
You're a faggot because Ozzie Guillen says so.
You're a faggot because Val Venis had sex with your wife.
You’re a faggot because Wayne Simmonds says so.
You're a faggot because Ann Coulter says so.
You’re a faggot because you whistled at me.
You're a faggot because your Freddie Mercury costume is covered in your own blood.
You're a faggot because you act like a faggot.
You’re a faggot because you applied to be lounge moderator at Bluelight.
You're a faggot because you are so annoying and think you're so cool because you're Asian.
You’re a faggot because you ask for likes on YouTube.
You’re a faggot because you asked me to stop shooting you in Laser Tag.
You're a faggot because you asked the name of the song.
You’re a faggot because you bitched about the games your friend plays.
You're a faggot because you bumped this.
You're a faggot because your locker is filled with pony captions and macros and shit like mine is.
You're a faggot because you can't speak in specifics.
You're a faggot because you called me a faggot.
You’re a faggot because you called me a flip-flopper.
You're a faggot because you called me a pretentious douche.
You’re a faggot because you called me a redneck.
You're a faggot because you called me pompous.
You're a faggot because you care about people posting their match history and endgame stats.
You're a faggot because you claimed that a Parkinson’s drug made you a gambling and gay sex addict.
You're a faggot because you clicked this.
You're a faggot because you cling on to making fun of how I look and what you assume I do with my life when you know nothing about either subject.
You’re a faggot because you cried during the movie Click.
You're a faggot because you ddos'd me again.
You're a faggot because you decided to video chat with Char while he was in the shower.
You're a faggot because you defend Wiz Khalifa.
You’re a faggot because you delete your Facebook status because no-one liked/commented on it.
You're a faggot because you desperately need a picture of him.
You’re a faggot because you didn’t pass the ball to Chris Brown.
You're a faggot because you didn't want to take her out.
You're a faggot because you don't appreciate Beherit.
You’re a faggot because you don’t even make 100k/year.
You’re a faggot because you don’t have this mod.
You're a faggot because you don't know who Steven Wright is.
You’re a faggot because you don’t like Electric Six.
You’re a faggot because you exploit social discontent and promise a golden age of ‘human brotherhood.’
You're a faggot because you forgot how much tighter of a range we have to begin with opening the pot so when you think about it it’s not as loose as you would think if a HU player was at 50%.
You're a faggot because you gaffled my shit.
You’re a faggot because you for some reason put up with me which I respect, and you’re really nice, it’s a good thing, even though you think it’s bad, and you know I liked you more than most people at the Academy I make that really clear, and you rarely annoy me ever I like talking to you even if you’re in one of your sad moods, which I don’t like but it’s really hard to make you feel better because you’re always against what I say and try to fight me, and I know you consider me a really good friend and I feel the same about you<3 even though I hate you with every fiber of my being, and I want to say you’re really nice I know I said that like 60 times already but you are, and you for some reason look out for me which is weird for me but I secretly like it <3 and smile at the thought of you sticking up for me (no homo nation), and I do consider you one of my better guy friends since I’ve always been low on those, and maybe even a brother, which is really gay but whatever <3.
You’re a faggot because you got an internet foe list.
You’re a faggot because you got me pregnant and left me at a bus stop with only about $3.50.
You're a faggot because you got a $1250 haircut.
You're a faggot because you have a 2 inch di*k tucked up your ass.
You're a faggot because you have a character named Long Arm and a character named CLOWN BABY, which you STOLE from ME.
You're a faggot because you have bad grammar.
You're a faggot because you have so tightly fixed a veil of ignorance upon your morals and views.
You're a faggot because you haven't seen Brokeback Mountain.
You're a faggot because you jerk.
You're a faggot because you like butt licking
dick sucking fingering butthole.
You’re a faggot because you let your wife decide whether you can take Jack3D.
You're a faggot because you like Crimson Armada 2.0.
You’re a faggot because you like fish sticks.
You're a faggot because you like my word cum sprayed in your face.
You’re a faggot because you like old music or movies.
You're a faggot because you look like one.
You’re a faggot because you looked at pictures of me in women’s lingerie.
You're a faggot because you need a lady to save you from your loneliness.
You’re a faggot because you need fancy camera work to make you look good.
You’re a faggot because you never liked Link.
You're a faggot because you passed the test that immigrants have to take to become citizens with no preparation, no fine schools available and no internet.
You’re a faggot because you pointed out that this story has been posted before.
You're a faggot because you post pics of guys and compare their looks.
You're a faggot because you posted a song.
You're a faggot because you posted itt.
You're a faggot because you pursed your lips and began sashaying towards the 10-year-olds.
You're a faggot because you put a poorly-photoshopped image of the crucifixion on your self-produced album cover.
You're a faggot because you put one of your own posts in your signature.
You're a faggot because you put the lyrics to Airplanes as your Facebook status.
You're a faggot because you reposted.
You’re a faggot because you represent a penetrated masculinity, where to be penetrated is to abdicate power.
You're a faggot because you're the type of dude to report someone to the police for cyber bullying.
You're a faggot because you said I got troll’d and is still in shock about it.
You're a faggot because you said my Mexican parents scrub toilets for 5 dolla.
You’re a faggot because you said my post was another case of Kubo’s samefag artstyle.
You’re a faggot because you said Shaun White is a good-looking cat for a ginger.
You're a faggot because you said that Philadelphia is a shithole.
You’re a faggot because you said you’re not that big of a faggot.
You’re a faggot because you say ‘chesticles.’
You're a faggot because you say stuff like ‘I’m a free spirit,’ ‘I’m just being myself, I don’t care what you think,’ and ‘I’m so random.’
You're a faggot because you saw the truth and cried about it.
You're a faggot because you snuck that portion about showing your face into this.
You're a faggot because you spam /b/ with ‘YOU'RE A BIRD.’
You're a faggot because you speculated that a missing teenager ran away or committed suicide because he was secretly gay.
You're a faggot because you started a thread with a one-letter topic.
You're a faggot because you stopped going to church after realizing you were attracted to guys.
You're a faggot because you take everything so literally.
You're a faggot because you talk about people.
You're a faggot because you think Lady Gaga is innovative.
You’re a faggot because you think you can create a meme, but they must become memes by accident.
You’re a faggot because you think you’re cool.
You're a faggot because you think vodka tastes like rubbing alcohol.
You're a faggot because you told me to learn to dress.
You're a faggot because you took ddosing lessons from that faggot who declared war against /b/ and you prolly suck each others dick too.
You're a faggot because you unjustfully banned Wisdom.
You're a faggot because you use a fire limiter mod in COD4.
You're a faggot because you use Facebook.
You’re a faggot because you use FaN.
You're a faggot because you use sarcasm.
You’re a faggot because you use the word ‘haters’ when someone has a negative opinion of you.
You’re a faggot because you use the word ‘straighties’ to refer to heterosexuals.
You’re a faggot because you used my patron troll.
You’re a faggot because you want difficulty modes on a zombie survival game.
You’re a faggot because you want to cuddle Fluttershy and marry her and sometimes kiss her.
You’re a faggot because you want to queue a movie on Netflix to watch when you get back to your couch after tripping, something mind-expanding like some Buddhism or Carl Jung, that will blow your mind intellectually but you might not be able to wrap your head around sober.
You're a faggot because you wear an earring and makeup while playing guitar on MTV.
You're a faggot because you willingly accept another man's penis into your mouth or rectum.
You're a faggot because you wish you could even get CLOSE to a real man's dick.
You're a faggot because you won't suck my dick.
You’re a faggot because you wanted to complain about me hitting your car with a city truck.
You're a faggot because you worry about your penis looking big for your bros.
You're a faggot because you would prefer to date Alan Smith rather than Paul Scholes.
You’re a faggot because you’re a liberal.
You're a faggot because you're a stupid fool or dumb or an idiot or something like that.
You're a faggot because you're addicted to geeky men.
You’re a faggot because you’re an internet soldier.
You’re a faggot because you’re anon judging Asian people.
You're a faggot because you're gonna pay.
You're a faggot because you're gay.
You're a faggot because you're homophobic.
You're a faggot because you're inactive.
You're a faggot because you're a transgender teenager living in a Philadelphia Youth Study Center, where staffers can beat you with impunity.
You're a faggot because you're not 120% sure you're straight.
You're a faggot because you're not in the dating advice field.
You’re a faggot because you’re not in this post.
You're a faggot because you're not into Dead Rising.
You’re a faggot because you’re reading my signature.
You're a faggot because your bedroom project and blog are a joke.
You're a faggot because you're talking about politics.
You're a faggot because you're trying to be exactly like Cenk without any sense of individuality.
You're a faggot because you're using 'psychology,' which is faggot for 'without fists or dick.'
You’re a faggot because you’re walking into Chi Chiz.
You're a faggot because you're wasting your time saying this.
You're a faggot because your friends with Obama, and if he gets his way, taxes (federal, state, including withholdings and self employment taxes) will consume about 175k of that 300k.
You're a faggot because your locker number at school is #666, and your lunch number is 356660.
You're a faggot because, unlike Dumbledore who is a homosexual and awesome, you said ‘destroy all Harry Potter.’
You’re a faggot because all the questions you’re asking right now are gay.
You're a faggot because any man can manage your pussy challenge.
You're a faggot because I don't respect you.
You're a faggot because other faggots call you a faggot.
You’re a faggot because Torey Pudwill will never put out a part you like.
You’re a faggot because you ain’t got a girl’s picture, you don’t write to no girl, ain’t nobody seen you whack off about no girl and nobody ever heard you say fuck and this is Affuckinghannahistan, Marine.
You're a faggot because you called a technical foul on Kobe Bryant.
You're a faggot because you call it hatin when I tell you to unfriend me and kill yourself if you listen to Lil B the Based God, because that shit is a disgrace to hiphop and it should be said publicly until it goes away.
You’re a faggot because you called someone out for being homophobic.
You're a faggot because you can't pass gas.
You're a faggot because you deserve nothing but solitude and pain for the sins of your racist ancestors.
You're a faggot because you don't know the difference between a cig and a BB.
You're a faggot because you don't know who Jimmy Carr, Bill Bailey and Russel Howard are.
You're a faggot because you don't listen to real metal like Venom or Judas Priest.
You're a faggot because you got a 4chan meme tattooed on your body.
You're a faggot because you have a tattoo of Mase on your back.
You’re a faggot because you have a gay picture below each of your posts.
You're a faggot because you like to get black cocks in your ass and when they pull out you get a pink sock and let a midget suck on the pink sock and then let the nigger shoot his load to the back of your throat and it hits your tonsils.
You’re a faggot because you live in New Jersey.
You're a faggot because you said Mike Tyson should be put in a straightjacket.
You’re a faggot because you snubbed a handshake and told Mike Millen to kiss your ass.
You’re a faggot because you said I was really gay.
You're a faggot because you take it up the ass (metaphorically).
You're a faggot because you think Google should get rid of the new black bar.
You’re a faggot because you think weapons are better than fists.
You’re a faggot because you want me to match your schwag with my dank.
You’re a faggot because you want to say what is gay.
You’re a faggot because you want to become a special-needs teacher.
You're a faggot because you watched a porno your friend made with his girlfriend.
You're a faggot because you won't sleep with me.
You're a faggot because you're a nerd, a hypocrite, a racist, and a horrible person.
You're a faggot because you're fighting some cause.
You're a faggot because you're going all Americana on me.
You’re a faggot because you’re lame.
You're a faggot because you're OP.
You’re a faggot because you’re phony.
You’re a faggot because you’re trying to intimidate and scare me.